Quantum information theory establishes the ultimate limits on communication and cryptography in terms of channel capacities for various types of information. The private capacity is particularly important because it quantifies achievable rates of quantum key distribution. We study the power of quantum channels with limited private capacity, focusing on channels that dephase in random bases. These display extensive nonadditivity of private capacity: a channel with 2 log d input qubits has a private capacity less than 2, but when used together with a second channel with zero private capacity the joint capacity jumps to (1/2) log d. In contrast to earlier work which found nonadditivity vanishing as a fraction of input size or conditional on unproven mathematical assumptions, this provides a natural setting manifesting nonadditivity of privacy of the strongest possible sort.
Quantum information theory establishes the ultimate limits on communication and cryptography in terms of channel capacities for various types of information. The private capacity is particularly important because it quantifies achievable rates of quantum key distribution. We study the power of quantum channels with limited private capacity, focusing on channels that dephase in random bases. These display extensive nonadditivity of private capacity: a channel with 2 log d input qubits has a private capacity less than 2, but when used together with a second channel with zero private capacity the joint capacity jumps to (1/2) log d. In contrast to earlier work which found nonadditivity vanishing as a fraction of input size or conditional on unproven mathematical assumptions, this provides a natural setting manifesting nonadditivity of privacy of the strongest possible sort.
Introduction-Communication channels are subject to interference and noise, even under the best operating conditions. By modeling noise probabilistically, information theory characterizes the fundamental limitations for communication in terms of the capacity of a channel [1] . The capacity, measured in bits per channel use, establishes the boundary between communication rates that are achievable in principle and those that aren't. Furthermore, there is a simple formula for the capacity, which can provide insight for designing practical protocols and give explicit bounds on the performance of realworld systems [2] .
While a probabilistic description of noise is often a good approximation, ultimately all communication systems are fundamentally quantum. Furthermore, in the regime where quantum effects become important there are several distinct notions of information transmission. One may be interested in the capacity of a channel for classical, private, or quantum transmission. The sender and receiver may have access to some auxiliary resources, such as entanglement or classical communication. The simplest case which involves no such assistance will be the focus of this letter.
The capacity of a channel for private classical communication [3] is of particular importance because of its relation to quantum key distribution [4] . The private capacity of a quantum channel N is usually called P(N ), and is no larger than the classical capacity, C(N ). Since fully quantum transmission is necessarily private, the private capacity of a channel is at least as large as its quantum capacity, Q(N ). As a result, we have Q(N ) ≤ P(N ) ≤ C(N ). In contrast to the classical capacity of a classical channel, no simple expression is known for any of these three capacities of a quantum channel. In fact, it is known that the natural guesses for Q, P, and C are simply false [5, 6, 7] . As a result, very little has been known about the capacities of a quantum channel.
Lately there have been some surprising discoveries about the additivity properties of quantum capacities [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . A function on channels is called additive if its value on the tensor product of two channels is equal to the sum of the value on the individual channels: [10] that the quantum capacity is strongly nonadditive. In fact, there are pairs of channels with Q(N ) = Q(M) = 0 but Q(N ⊗ M) > 0. Something similar was found for the private capacity in [13] , where channels were presented with P(N ) = 0 and P(M) ≈ 1 but P(N ⊗ M)
1. So, it appears that the communication value of a quantum channel is not a simple function of the channel itself but also of the context in which it is used.
In this paper we present a family of channels displaying extensive nonadditivity of private capacity, meaning additivity violations proportional to the input size. This involves two crucial innovations over previous work. First, our channels are much simpler than those of [11, 14] and [13] and do not rely on an assumption of additivity of Holevo information as in [11, 14] . Second, while it was shown in [13] that P is not additive, the violation is a vanishingly small fraction of the channel's input size. Our work shows additivity violation of the strongest possible sort, with violations proportional to the log of the input dimension. Since log D is the largest possible capacity (classical or quantum) for a channel with input dimension D, and thus the natural scale of the capacity, violations of this sort show that nonadditivity is an essential feature of the private capacity.
Random Phase Coupling Channels-The channels we will focus on are pictured in FIG. 1. R d has two ddimensional inputs, A 1 and A 2 . After local random unitaries U and V are applied individually to these inputs, a controlled phase is applied and A 2 is discarded. In addition to receiving the A 1 system (now relabeled B), the receiver is given a classical register describing which U
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and V were chosen.
More formally, we let W U V = P U ⊗ V , where
is the controlled phase gate on A 1 A 2 and ω is a primitive dth root of unity. Note that W U V maps A 1 A 2 to BE. We let
where E U,V is the expectation with respect to random variables U and V . Throughout we will let U n = U 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ U n and similarly for V , and
Random Phase Coupling Channel. Unknown randomly chosen unitaries are applied independently to A1 and A2. A controlled phase is then applied to between A1 and A2, which we now relabel B and E, respectively. The E system is traced out, while the B system is delivered to the receiver together with a classical description of the unitaries U and V .
A key feature of our channel R d is that the unitaries U and V are unknown to the sender. If she were told V before using the channel, she would be able to carefully choose the input to A 2 so as to avoid any dephasing of A 1 . However, since she does not, she is unable to avoid choosing an input that results in a significant amount of dephasing when averaged over the choice of V . This rules out much quantum capacity. If at least she knew U in advance, she'd still be able to send classical messages in the basis of dephasing, but since the dephasing is in a random basis, known only to the receiver even the classical capacity of the channel is low.
However, when entanglement between sender and receiver is available, things change dramatically. We will see below that by having the sender feed half of a maximally entangled pair into the A 2 system, the other half sitting with the receiver, the channel can transmit quantum information at a rate of log d. Since quantum communication is necessarily private, private communication is also possible at this rate. We will be able to use this property, together with the probabilistic entanglement provided by a 50% erasure channel, A Small Classical Capacity-Our goal now is to show that R d has a small classical capacity-C(R d ) ≤ 2. To do this, we first have to review some well known facts.
For an ensemble E = {p i , φ i }, we define the Holevo information [15] 
where ρ i = N (φ i ) and ρ = i p i ρ i , S(ρ) = − Tr ρ log ρ, and throughout logarithms will be taken base two. The classical capacity of a quantum channel is given as follows [16, 17] :
Our main technical result is the following lemma, whose proof may be skipped on a first reading.
U n V n , so it will suffice to give an upper bound on E Tr ρ 2 U n V n . To do this, we'll use the fact that
where F B n B n is the unitary that swaps B n and B n . In particular, letting X = P † n ⊗ P † n F B n B n ⊗ I E n E n (P n ⊗ P n ) we find that
, similarly for V n EE and P n = P ⊗n . In fact, we won't even need to calculate Ψ exactly, since by Schur's Lemma [18] it takes the form Ψ =
where s b and s e are n-bit strings, and α s b se are probabilities. Here we have used the notation This, in turn, is the product of n terms of the form
which it is easy to verify equals (−1)
Evaluating this sum explicitly gives us (−1)
which, in turn, is no larger than d 2 (3d+1)/4. As a result, we have
Using this bound in combination with the fact that d
n and similarly for d E se , we find
Finally, we translate this back to a lower bound on the average entropy of B n :
which, noting that for d ≥ 9 we have (d − 1) 2 /(3d + 1) ≥ d/4 proves the result.
We now turn to the classical capacity of our channel. Because our channels have infinite dimensional classical registers, to avoid technical complications we write the Holevo quantity for R ⊗n together with ensemble E as
Now, for any input ensemble {p i , φ i } to n copies of our channel R ⊗n d , we have
Furthermore, by the Lemma, for each φ i , the entropy of R U n V n (φ i ) averaged over U n V n is at least n(log d − 2). As a result, for any ensemble E, we have Eχ(R U n V n , E) ≤ 2n. In light of Eq. (1) this gives C(R d ) ≤ 2.
Large Joint Quantum CapacityWe now show that the joint quantum capacity of a random phase coupling channel, R d , and a 50% erasure channel is at least (1/2) log d. To do this, we will need the following lower bound for the quantum capacity [3, 19, 20] , called the coherent information:
Reversing random phase coupling with entanglement. Using a maximally entangled state, |φ d A 2 B , the action of R d on A1 can be reversed. This depends on the fact that for any
T and P , the controlled phase operation. By feeding B into a 50% erasure channel, half the time this gives a coherent information of log d between sender and receiver. The other half of the time the coherent information is exactly zero so that the overall coherent information is (1/2) log d.
where the entropies are evaluated on the state (I ⊗N )(φ). In our case, since R d has infinite dimensional classical outputs, the correct lower bound to consider is the coherent information of the channel given U and V , averaged over U, V .
The way to use the two channels together is as follows. We prepare two maximally entangled states |ϕ = |φ d AA1 |φ d B A2 and feed A 1 A 2 into R d and B into A Discussion-We have shown that the quantum and private capacities of a quantum channel are extremely nonadditive. This nonadditivity illustrates, in contrast to the classical theory, that the communication capabilities of a quantum channel depend inherently on the setting in which it is used. Our construction is essentially a simplification and strengthening of the retrocorrectible channels studied in [11, 14] . As a result, in addition to nonadditivity, our channels also provide unconditional separations of capacities which were only conjectured in [14] .
In particular we can show, contrary to the classical case, that the classical capacity of a quantum channel, assisted by backwards classical communication, may substantially exceed the unassisted capacity. To see this, note that if, upon putting halves of maximally entangled states into R d , the receiver tells the sender U and V , she can easily invert U , V , and P to establish a ddimensional maximally entangled state. In fact, we will use two copies of R d to establish two d-dimensional maximally entangled states. We will use one maximally entangled state, together with a third copy of the channel to simulate a perfect d-dimensional quantum channel as explained in FIG.2 . The second maximally entangled state can be used, together with this perfect channel to send 2 log d classical bits by using superdense coding [21] . This results in a back-assisted classical capacity of at least 2/3 log d with an unassisted classical capacity of no more than 2.
In terms of magnitude, superadditivity of private and quantum capacities cannot exceed log D for channels with input dimension D. Our channels achieve (1/4) log D in the limit of large input dimension. We suspect this is optimal both because of the simplicity of these channels and the structure of all known examples of superadditivity. However, we have not yet found a proof.
While the channels above have finite input dimension, as described they have infinite dimensional (indeed, continuous) outputs. This is not a serious drawback, because our main technical argument (Lemma 1) depends only on the fact that a random unitary ensemble is a so-called two-design. Luckily, the Clifford group is finite and has this property [22] , so that we can replace the infinite output above with an output of size O((log d)
2 ). The superactivation effect of [10] is not yet completely understood. From that work it appeared that the fundamental effect was one of transforming noncoherent privacy [23, 24] to coherent communication with the assistance of an erasure channel. However, our results here show conclusively that strong superadditivity of this sort is possible using channels with almost no private capacity, and in fact the private classical capacity is just as superadditive. What exactly is the source of superadditivity and which channels can be activated remain elusive open questions.
